The Latest in Belt Evolution: Micro-V Aramid

Gates leads the aftermarket industry in accessory belt evolution and the tightest length tolerances versus the OE. With belt noise being a leading cause of customer complaints, Gates Micro-V Aramid construction reduces noise, vibration and harshness, resulting in fewer customer comebacks. Trust Gates belts for the best application-specific construction, exact fit and complete coverage.
Belt Construction

Aramid cord construction is required in demanding engines to reduce vibrations and ensure optimal accessory operation in the application. It is utilized in the following applications: high-output engines, forced induction engines, diesels and engines with poor accessory drive geometry.

- Patented EPDM Rubber Compound Overcord
  - Resists cracking and contributes to a longer belt life
- Specially Formulated Adhesion Gum
  - Creates the ultimate bond to fuse top overcord layer, aramid cords and bottom ribbed undercord
- Stronger Than Steel Aramid Cord
  - Prevents elongation on high-load carrying and high-tension drives
- Patented EPDM with Fiber-Reinforced Rib Material Undercord
  - Guarantees optimum performance and reduces possible misalignment noise

Gates is your source for OE Aramid-construction belts. Ask your sales representative for more information or go to Gates.com/Aramid